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1. Introduction

• The architecture of software systems directly influences
crucial quality attributes.

• Up-to-date architecture views help to better understand and
meaningfully evolve software systems.

Problems:
• Complete and/or up-to-date architecture descriptions rarely exist.
• SA reconstruction tools do not provide sufficient support



2. Goals

• The primary goal of this paper is to discuss new potential ideas
for improvement of SA reconstruction tools.
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Current State of the Art

Existing tool support for SA reconstruction:
• Structural view
• Metrics dashboard
• Multi-language (though the systems are analyzed separately)
• Simulation of evolution

Lacking support:
• Large-scale, heterogeneous systems within a complex landscape
• Alternative evolution variants + comparison
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Current State of the Practice

Based on experiences with two industry partners:
#1 Large software company, CMMI level 3

– Project architecture
• Decisions and architecture are documented, though separately

– Enterprise architecture
• Inter-system information flow diagrams
• Manual proces

#2 Small to medium company
– System documentation

• Low level descriptions, not linked to implementation units
• Abstract view of the systems is missing

– Authors performed SA reconstruction with Sonargraph Architect
• Layered presentation led to misunderstanding
• Terminology differences
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Five Improvement Potentials (1)

• Traceability Links
– Static view Implementation
– Dynamic view Implementation
– Architecture description Decisions

• Common Terminology
– The architects should be able to:

• First express the architecture meta-model that they are familiar with
• Then instantiate it accordingly in the tool of their choice.

• Metrics
– Provide a static view metric dashboard

• Like in Sonargraph Architect
– Provide a dynamic view metric dashboard
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Five Improvement Potentials (2)

• Variants Building
– Support the definition and assessment of evolution variants
– Support the architects to identify out of the defined evolution variants

exactly those that are better aligned with their goals

• Scalability and Heterogeneity
– Scalable solutions for the analysis of heterogeneous systems to

enhance the understanding of large systems and landscapes
– Up-to-date architecture descriptions on different levels of abstraction
– Different perspectives (structural and behavioral)
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Vision

• A modular reconstruction
toolbox that facilitates the
plug-in-based integration of
reconstruction tools as well
as the addition of new ones.

• Support for identified
improvement potentials.
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